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Preface 

Art and literature intertwined into 25 pages. Hard work from students brought together for your enjoyment. 

Art to bring you tears, smiles, and everything in between. This Egg of art has been incubating since August 

2021, and now has hatched. We, the editors, have carefully curated this collection of student work. The au-

thors of these works have put immense effort to bring culture to our community. These works of art are 

what we believe to be the best representation of Odyssey. From poems, to essays, to visual art, the editorial 

staff for the Literary Arts Magazine Club is proud to present to you The Phoenix Egg.                                                                                          

~The Phoenix Egg Editorial Staff 
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Flash, Flash Fiction 
 

By Soriana Torres 
 
BEEP BEEP BEEP Booooooooow 
“Captain! Captain!” Tanner yells down the hall. “WHAT?!” 
Captain Jax shrieks in return.  Hurried by rushing down the 
hall with his new design plans, Tanner sprints as fast as he can 
down to the Captain of Engineering’s Designs and Cabin with 
all he can. Out of breath, he dumps the papers and tries to 
explain what could save humanity, in between breaths. 

 
 

Yellow Fellow 
 

By Kayla Curtin 
 
There once was a fellow named yellow 
He ate some bananas and Jello 
He was doing real great 
Until he turned eight 
Then he was not such a happy fellow. 

The Willess Geisha 

By Soriana Torres 
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Identity: Living on the Island of Lesbos 
 

By Shyan McIntosh 
 
On this queer island, is where I stand 
Loving every second, I wish I had 
The people on this island are so lively 
I'm filled with jealousy; I feel silly 
The crisis in me, and my indiscreet self 
Has scared the non-islanders away 
The way I love, the way I feel,  
Is not welcome in their religious ways 
I am called a freak, a sin, and a burden; 
Am I really the devil's servant? 
 
But on this island, is where I stand;  
I am loved, I am loved. 
Lovely people who greet me every day, 
The clouds in the sky smiling down at me; 
the sun shining bright. 
Thank you to the people who love me, 
for I love you too. 

Voyage 
 

By Jay Burns 
 
The sweetest lips 
and radiant hair 
How your toes dance in the sand 
I'll fill an ocean with my love 
Let me be your gravity and 
I will drive you wild 
Feel your breath in my collar 
Your mouth on my bones 
Maybe if I reach deep enough 
I'll find your very soul. 

Body Rot 
 

By Kayla Curtin 
 
I brushed my teeth today,  
Doesn’t seem like a whole lot.  
But I don’t want to watch my body decay, 
To watch my body rot.  
It’s just hard to roll out of bed some days, 
To have the motivation.  
To cook  
To clean 
To stop watching 
My body rot. 
I leave my room 
To go look in the mirror. 
To go watch, 
My body rot.  
Many don’t understand, 
The pain,  
The want,  
The need, 
To go and watch your body rot.  

Self-Portrait 

By Chloe Dieters 
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Audrey Hepburn 

By Isabella Leo  
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I've lived in this room for as long as I can remember. The shows told me I had to come from some-

where but if I did there's nothing there now. I just was. I know how to read, but I can't remember learning it. 
I can't remember learning anything for that matter.  

My room consists of a small bed that is covered with muted pink sheets, a box TV sitting in the corner 
farthest from the door, and a tiny bookshelf with very few books. It's not that big, but lately I've been the on-
ly one in it, so it doesn't matter. 

"Hey, Winter you there?" I shout into the void. It's been a while since she last came. I miss her. 
"Why haven't you left yet?" Winter responds as she appears, sounding less angry and instead melan-

choly. I saw tears brim her eyes. 
 "What's wrong?" I ask, making eye contact with her as I start to tear up the skin on my arms with my 

nails. 
“What's taking so long... it's right there." The tears finally break through the barrier when she motions 

to the door. But this is not the silent kind of crying. It’s the loud, uncontrollable kind. I’ve never seen her like 
this before. 

"I can't, ok!" I don't want to yell, but I can't not at the same time. 
"You say you can't, but you haven't even tried!" I jump a little when she raises her voice. 
"How would you know, you aren't even here half the time, you can leave if you want to!" My voice 

increases in volume as my words break. 
"You still don't get it do you..." Her booming tone gets quieter with each word, "I can't free myself; 

you have to do it." She ends it with a whisper, almost inaudible. 
That's when I find myself sobbing as well. Was I the one that caused so much of her pain? Was I the 

one holding her back all this time? The air felt heavy with every breath as the silence created a thick atmos-
phere. I’m lost in thought, scrambling to decide what would be best for both of us. It seems like hours are 
passing by, but it’s only a few minutes until I decide to say something. 

 

7 Seconds 
 

By Ravyn Wagener 
 

7 seconds. Someone told me that when you're 
about to die your whole life plays out, in only 7 seconds. 
After I heard that, I've never been more afraid of dying. If 
dying requires me to re-live everything I’ve experienced, 
it's not worth the slim chance I have at heaven. It's like a 
game of "Would You Rather?" Would you rather re-live 
your miserable life all over again but finally have it end 
or keep going on the off-chance things will get better. 
They always seem to do on TV. But on TV they have 
friends or family, or at least someone. I don't have any-
body, except Winter.  
     It's always been just me and my friend Winter. 

She sometimes appears when I start talking; otherwise, I 

can't find her in my room. She just disappears. I don't 

know why she decides to leave me, but she does. Winter 

always hated my room and tried to convince me to leave, 

but I was always scared. What if a serial killer is behind 

the door? In another person’s room? Narnia? 

 There’re endless possibilities, yet I can’t work up 

the courage to find out which one it is.  

Eye in the Sky 

By Niko Johnson 
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 "I....I'll go." If she wants to leave then it's her decision, and I will do everything I can to help her. May-
be it is just an in-the-moment spur and nothing more. I know if I take a second to think it through, I’ll get 
scared again.  I uncross my legs and get up from my bed. The moment I touch the cement floor I get a nause-
ous feeling deep inside my stomach and in the back of my throat. The door feels like it’s moving farther away 
with each movement. Step after step is taken until I finally reach it. I got this close to it only once before, to 
knock. It seems to be common courtesy to knock three times on a door before entering. Technically I would 
be exiting, but who knows what I'd be walking into. Maybe that's why I was so scared. Someone's supposed 
to answer the door, but no one did. If there's no one in here and no one out there, then what's the matter if I 
stay? 

 This is the first time I’ve touched the doorknob. It’s much colder than expected, it almost feels like a 
static shock when I graze the brass metal. I take a shaky breath then slowly turn the knob. I gently push the 
door open. All I see is white, it makes me feel like I’m in a cloud. I’m released from the suffocation I’ve expe-
rienced my whole life and for the first time, I get to breathe fresh air. Even after the relief I experience I still  

find myself frozen in place, waiting for a sign that it was safe, for someone to walk down the hallway 
in front of me and extend their hand for me to shake. But no one did.  

    "You did it, we're finally free," Winter says in glee, but I sense a sadness coming from behind her 
facade, "I'm finally free..." And without another word, she was gone. She just vanished. She didn’t even say 
thank you. There wasn’t even a goodbye. The other times she left I could still feel her presence, but this time 
I know she’s never coming back. Was opening the door worth it? I gained freedom, but I feel I have a hole 
inside of me that can’t be filled. Nonetheless, I manage a step through the door into the white hallway.   

The door creaks shut behind me, and the cloud I was in is now unraveling. A flood of realization of my 
actions came to me in a matter of seconds. I swiftly turn around, but the door won't budge. I gave up the on-
ly life I've ever known not knowing what would be on the other side. I took a risk. I made a mistake. 

 I can feel my heartbeat become faster and my lips quiver with every rapid breath as the emptiness of 
the blank walls start to overtake me. I want to go back. I wish I was back where things made sense. Back 
when Winter was still with me. I try again to open the door, this time with a foot on the frame for extra lev-
erage. I put in every ounce of strength I have but it still isn’t enough. I’m about to give up, but instead, I start 
to knock. Not the three polite knocks, this was pounding. This was a desperate attempt at something I gave 
up hope for. The last resort to a failed attempt. "W-W-Winter!" I shouted, choking back sobs, "I-I can't do this 
without you." I know deep down there’s no one there to answer but I still can’t believe it. The door rattled 
with such aggressiveness as I continued to slam my fist on it that something fell off it. I didn't even realize 
there was a mirror hung up until it shattered at my feet.  

  I bend down and pick up a shard, ready to make another impulse decision. That's when I notice 
something that I should have seen a long time ago. When I catch a glimpse of my reflection it’s so obvious. 
The glossy grey eyes, the button nose, the tear-stained cheeks, I look exactly like Winter.  She was no friend, 
just a fragment of myself. And now that piece is gone. I come back to reality in a worse state than I was al-
ready in. I’m not shocked, I think I knew it all along but didn't want to admit the truth about my situation. I’m 
alone. I hold the jagged end of the glass against my wrist, but before I slice it open, I remember something. 7 
seconds. Do I really want to re-live my life with so little happy memories? Re-live a life full of self-deception? 

 I take a moment to breathe, to consider what I'm about to do. I look back down the hallway, there is 
no end in sight, but it must lead somewhere. I let the glass slip through my fingertips as I take a step, and this 
time I don’t regret it. Even though I don't know what awaits me I know I can't go back, and I can't give up ei-
ther. I need to have hope for the future, and even just a little bit is enough to keep me going. 

"Thanks Winter."  
I owe it to Winter, to myself, to make those final 7 seconds, whenever they come, the best I possibly 

can. They will be full of ups and downs, twists and turns, but most of all they will be full of life. 
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Unspoken 
 

By Elizabeth Burt 
 

It wasn’t until he told me what he programmed as my name in his phone did I  

start realizing… 
 

Realizing that for all the words I say & all the words I write. 

I write letters, sonnets, & textbooks with all the words I leave unsaid. 

Tangent after Tangent, Diatribe after Diatribe. 
 

Only when I realized this did I start reading those letters,  

letters to my younger self, begging me to realize that sometimes you have to  

MAKE it better to survive 

Sonnets about the way he makes me feel 
And buried in the depths of my mind are sonnets & letters abound with saccharine sweet 

sugar dripping from each page. 
 

Hidden behind the dictionary & thesauruses I use there’s books with pages ripped out 

They always are around but never when you need them the most 

Floating around like broken butterflies, with tears & holes & sometimes they take 
flight 

Hoping that I’d tell their stories but I never do 
 

Reading these words I have left unsaid 

Shows me that red is not always a color left unworn. 

It shows me that even that blinding shade of cherry is shown, even though I need to 
hide it 
 

Reading these words, 

Shows me that even the darkest of indigo & the deepest of melancholy are always 

said 
 

Reading these words  

Shows me that even the happiest of times are best left unshared 
 

And even after reading the words I have left unsaid,  

I am glad that the only words he left unspoken are the words… 

I  

love  

you 
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Memories 
 
By Adrian Renteria 
 
The hair got longer 
I'm none the wiser 
The years seem shorter 
Are you still there 
  
The clock just spins 
Without any plans 
I stare at how the second-hand bends 
Stretching though rather than winding 
  
Slowly, surely coming to bind me. 
And all I can think of to stop the madness 
Is to run away before all this happened 
Exactly what it wants. 
  
Further it reaches, and paralyzed i sit.  
I'm going to have to relive all it. 
I won't change it, can't 
For if I do, time would stop.     
No, that's not right. 
  
Time would move on, I'd be forgotten. 
Choose someone else, and reach. 
Spindle, branch, plunge. 
It's too late now, if I had any chance to run.  
  
There's no plight. 
There's no struggle. 
All I can do is watch. 
Frozen in time. 
  
And watch as there I walk, down the road. 
Midnight, raining, alone. 
The headlights glow. 
And I'm back, to watch that moment again, cursed to last. 

Dirty 
 
By Arely-Amor  Lozano 
 
Dirty eyes & dirty veins 
In my hands & I'm the one to blame 
But now I can stop the tears 
And even if I'm gone, I'm still here 

Self-portrait 

By Elena Schaf 
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Rita Hayworth 

By  Serena  Congdon 
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Nature 
 
By Ethan Vigil 
 
A companion made for man by the Lord  
It is our provider through thick and thin  
When overwhelmed, nature makes us restored  
It brings a comforting feeling within  
O trees, how lovely thy green reaching blue sky  
O mountains, thy peaks a sight to behold  
O river, let thy bed never run dry 
O nature, let thy never be controlled  
Yet, with all you do, man never thanked you  
Man demolished thy mountains, leaving scars 
Man saw thy green life, and chopped all that grew   
Man stomped on companionship, called you ours  
I promise, my friend, you will be restored  
I will show them that you should be adored 

 
Mars is the New Earth 
 
By David Hull 
  
There’re always 
possibilities like 
when you fully 
decide to pick a side 
against Earth 
or against Mars 
because Earth 
has already been destroyed 
by humans. 
 
There is pollution, 
nuclear waste, 
animals are dying, 
or already dead. 
 
…to just move over to Mars  
rather than Earth 
‘cause Mars is a great place. 
it just needs plants 
so that we can live there, 
animals, 
then eventually 
Mars is the New Earth. 

The Robbery of Children 
 
By Kayla Curtin 
 
Children have been robbed, 
Of snow days, 
Of hugging, 
Of socialization, 
Of imagination 

Of love. 

Red 

By Niko Johnson 
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Tales,  

by Reily Yaekle 

 

For as long as the tales stayed true to 

all things there 

is a desire to unlock hidden potentials and believe that 

exactly what vision is Arise the created using 

the whimsical watercolor that flows 

through the environments and the mood and quality 

of the lost 

tree able to unlock attributes for each  

tale 

Seawater 

by Reily Yaekle 

 

Sway with the tides as it strongly splashes  

As I stand in the thick crunching dry sand  

I feel its unstable and rocky crashes 

It's well known that it is stronger than men. 

 

I would guarantee that if i could pan  

This wet sand then I would find a seashell. 

As I thought this is where my journey began  

As I stepped out I heard a loud rushed yell. 

 

But I keep on towards the flowing sweet smell 

As I sink down looking for my treasure. 

The water moves continuing to swell  

I can say that today was a pleasure. 

 

As I lay i feel the salt down my throat 

All I could wish for now is that I could float. 

Self-portrait 

By Felisha Sullivan 

Marine 

By  Kathleen Warner 
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Self Portrait  

By  Sameer Kanchanlal 
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Frostbite 
 

The snow crunches under his feet, and with every step is a step closer to home. The path, dimly lit by 
the late-night moon, stretches endlessly into the dark. A creature follows him to his left, deep and unseen, 
but the presence is unmistakable. The air chills the skin, but the air is plenty warmer than the creatures that 
now tail behind. Keeping his eyes fixed on the ground he continues to walk, left foot, right foot, left foot, right 
foot, the feet of one of these creatures comes into view. Left foot, paw, right foot, paw, left foot, right foot 
paw, left foot, paw. The creature inches ever closer on his left, his breath quickens as he speeds up his pace 
ever so slightly. Left foot right foot, paw, left foot right foot, paw, left foot right foot, paw. Its nearly within 
touching distance, the thick black smoke billowing from each paw as it steps down on the snow but never 
breaking the surface. The snow continues to crunch under his feet but no longer is that a concern, it doesn't 
matter anymore, it does not matter anymore, it doesn't matter anymore. He stops, the presence of one of 
these things surrounds him, the air like a needle poking and pricking any peace of uncovered skin. Smoke sur-
rounds him as the two paws lay on either side of him. It doesn’t matter anymore. He closes his eyes, curling 
his body into a small ball, entirely encompassing his world into his own mind.  

The presence fades, when he opens his eyes, the remnants of thick black smoke slowly dissipates into 
the crisp cold air. He slowly stands and continues into the dark and cold nothingness. 

Tusk Tooth Coast 
 

Towering off the Tusk Tooth Coast 
The captain of the Tortured Ghost 
Took the Town by the Tongue  
Terror tick Took the Plunge 
Tale to end, Terror Tick was toast 

Stop the Madness  
 

Stop the madness fracturing my calm mind. 
the endless eternal Insanity, 
Eternal Endless Inhumanity  
I am running through this tiny world blind, 
running, running, free in this cage, Man-kind 
they have wrought what it has made, vanity,  
Oh this horrid, shameless, profanity. 
Blinding, binding, breaking, that's the design 
 
Merely a sorrow, a burning hot chain, 
Anguish at those lost, and those who aren’t yet, 
Droning sounds echo through night, Their Domain, 
Monotonous meaning, the endless debt, 
Am i truely insane? or Inhumane? 
Do you see, you are that eternal threat. 

The King of Nothing 
 

In the beginning, the king constructs time 
And then into the creation of space 
The balance of both making the first rhyme 
 
This was just but a single taste 
The king of nothing, his beautiful reign 
Found an answer to his sickly case 
 
With this sickness, he would soon obtain 
The solution sadly, a paradigm 
To end everything or Begin again 

All creative writing selections by Adam Ramos 

Blood and Feathers 
 

Tale of two brothers, 
Torn apart, blood and feathers, 
Never together. 
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Mai Shirahui 

By Nathan Sotelo Barrera  
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Depression is a Sharp Fire 
 

By Adrian Rich 
 
Depression 
It’s a thing 
An emotional thing 
A horrible thing 
 
Most people suffer from depression 
I’m lucky 
I’m not bound by those terms 
I’m bound by curiosity 
 
And I’m curious 
Why haven’t we found a cure 
For something so bad 
Something so impure 
 
I feel bad  
For all, we have lost 
For all those who hate each other 
Just for their sanity 
 
Sanity 
A thing we all have 
Well not all of us 
Yet I’m glad 
 
Depression makes me cry 
When I can’t fall asleep 
Depression makes me hate  
For all the secrets I keep 

For all those who don’t care, 
Please change your mind 
Your own friends could be diagnosed; 
Would you be kind? 
 
Life is a nightmare 
One that doesn’t stop 
Depression is a horrid thing 
One not willing to drop 
 
not willing to drop  
To drop all its hate 
To not care 
To just be there. 
 
To float around uselessly 
A naked ship stripped of its use 
It’s hate eternal 
It’s mental prejudice 
  
I wake up 
The hands of hate grab me 
The hands of thoughts I never wanted 
The hand’s I wish to flee 

254 Wings of Rebellion 

By Zoe Trigg and Nyran Cheng 
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Lost in other’s minds 

By Sienna  Reyna 
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Kara Swenson 

Ms. Weeks 

English 092 

11 February 2022 

Critical Lens Theory Intersection of Psychoanalytical and Feminist Criticism 

 Society has bent over time, and those who had dominance within societal norms molded a natural 

thought process that depreciates the mental capacity of women. This was done by defining them according 

to their marital status and amount of self-awareness. Through this definition of marital status, women are 

undermined mentally due to the second-nature ideology that women are of less mental ability. The critical 

lenses that best analyze this theory are psychoanalytical criticism and feminism criticism. Stories that carry 

underlying themes through these lenses are “The Yellow Wallpaper,” by Charlotte Gillman and “A Rose for 

Emily,” by William Faulkner. Through connecting these pieces to the lenses, second-nature discrimination 

despite equal rights on paper holds a strong meaning to our society. 

 The short story, “The Yellow Wallpaper,” is from the perspective of the main character. She is a wom-

an eventually identified as Jane whose mental state slowly worsens until she snaps. However, there are ma-

jor amounts of underlying sexism hinted at, that are addressed through lenses of psychoanalytical criticism. 

Her husband is shown throughout the story as her main helper and guide. A contradicting fact is that he also 

is the reason she snapped at the end of the story. Her husband helps her only through insisting on what she 

needed from his own perspective. “I lie down ever so much now. John says it is good for me, and to sleep all 

I can. Indeed he started the habit by making me lie down for an hour after each meal. It is a very bad habit I 

am convinced, for you see I don't sleep” (Gillman 8). It is also seen in this quote that she does not think that 

what John is telling her is actually healthy for what she needs. However, the more she thought for herself 

and spoke for herself, the more her husband viewed her as delusional and unable to think for herself.  

 “I sometimes fancy that in my condition if I had less opposition and more society and stimulus—but 

John says the very worst thing I can do is to think about my condition” (Gillman 1). The main character was  
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not taken seriously even when she did advocate for herself. The more she did so, the less she was seen as by  

her husband. It was always at the decision of her husband. It was almost as if she was not being trusted to  
 
think for herself just because she is a woman. It may not have been realized that was the motive, but that is  
 
the entire point that is being proven. It’s a second-nature result of what humans are used to. This is a prime  
 
example of how the natural thought process of humans, the psychoanalytical criticism, is one that discrimi 
 
nates the thought processes of women. It was specifically up to her husband to determine how she feels and  
 
that’s where the feminist criticism intertwines. 
 
           The short story, “A Rose for Emily,” demonstrates a similar idea in a different way that helps widen the 

perspective of this critical lens. It is about a woman who has always been sheltered and viewed as beautiful, 

like a piece of royalty. Yet, she was known to be very mentally unwell. It was often relayed to her being un-

married. This story is quite ironic. This story in itself has blind spots to addressing and focusing on the actual 

issues. It instead is an example of these issues, of which, in the process makes it even more of a key example 

of this as even the story itself undermines Emily through defining her only by her mental illness, even in the 

narration with no otherwise symbolism to suggest more to her character. “So when she got to be thirty and 

was still single, we were not pleased exactly, but vindicated” (Faulkner 4). As seen in this quote and several 

other times throughout the story, so much about Emily is purely circulated around her marital status. It 

showed how truly second-nature it is to place women below men, or more so, to place women within a defi-

nition of the men in their life. To define women by their husband, or whether or not they have a husband.  

           It can then be taken into the fact that this story was written by a man in 1929. About a decade after 

women got the right to vote, but still when the social construct of gender roles still had such a huge effect as 

seen in this exact piece. In human nature, it’s difficult to remove something that has been such second na-

ture for such a long time. This applies to racism as well. Even if equality exists, it’s difficult to forget what hu-

man brains grew accustomed to living by. That is where psychoanalytic criticism intertwines.  “…but for al-

most six months she did not appear on the streets. Then we knew that this was to be expected too; as if that 

quality of her father which had thwarted her woman's life so many times had been too virulent and too  
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furious to die” (Faulkner 7). We can then again see here with the wording and lack of depth to her character 

that she is just seen as crazy, and man-deprived. As stated earlier, she is constantly being defined by the men 

in her life whether it be the man she killed or her father. 

         The societal norms that circulated around gender resulted in a long-term, second-nature ridiculing to-

wards women. They were forced dependents of men. When they tried to think otherwise for their selves, it 

only lessened how society looked at those women. They were defined by their marital status and their self-

awareness, in which, more self-awareness was frowned upon. The more mentally ill and the more self-aware 

those women were, the more they were just viewed as in need of a good man, or not having enough faith in 

the men in their lives. This is scaling from “The Yellow Wallpaper,” by Charlotte Gillman that has an underly-

ing suggestion of this exact issue, to “A Rose for Emily,” By William Faulkner, which is a direct example of this 

issue. The psychoanalytic aspect is the natural human belittling towards women, it’s that natural thought 

process. The fact that it is specifically against women is where the feminism criticism lens ties in. Overall, 

through these two critical lenses and shot stories, it can be seen that we live in a society that circulates 

around a basis that subconsciously discriminates against women. 
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Natural Light 

By Lilyana Shaw 
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Power trip - Chapter 2: “Ripples Slowing”                                                                                    
From the book Power Trip 
 
By Damien Ramsey and Zoe Trigg 
 
Vivian hit the ground running, trying to catch up to the bus that had just passed her. Her head was pounding 
and her feet ached from standing all day, but she had to get home somehow. She kept running after it, 
though After a few minutes it felt pointless. She came to a stop, breathing heavily with the taste of blood in 
her mouth. 
 
She looked up, her chest still heaving from running, only to see her bus fading further and further into the 
distance. 
 
“Great.” she sighed and sat down on the sidewalk, trying to ignore the stares from other people passing by 
her. As if her day couldn’t get any worse, a car drives past drenching her from head to toe. Coating her in a 
layer of sludge, An icy cold set into her bones. After the shock wears away, she begins clenching her fists try-
ing not to curse. 
 
Storming off with splashes of the muddy water following she goes into a dark alley. She takes a deep breath 
and freezes. Staring at a brick wall a few feet in front of her, and as if someone hit the unpause button, she 
bolted toward the wall, seemingly unaware that she was about to hit it. Until she doesn’t. She passed 
through the wall, and right through it, but instead of walking into what was in actuality a decrepit basement, 
there were bright white walls with pastel decorations, with a bean bag in the corner, a large bookshelf, and 
the softest carpet you had ever seen. With a sigh, she flopped onto the bean bag. Reflecting on what had 
happened that  
week, her mind was racing like water droplets on a car window. 
 
She sat down for a moment in this dream-scape world. (her "Haven" she had called it ever since she was 
little.) 
 
It had evolved over the years. From a blank plane to a small meadow with a cottage, and the best kitchen she 
could think of, the perfect place to relax. After about an hour she decides to head home. Coming out of her 
haven made sure no one saw her quietly as the splashes of the green water followed. She walked home as 
the rain-drenched her clothes. Finally reaching her door she reached for the key under the mat but instead of 
a key she found an envelope, Addressed Ms. Vivian Lytle. So formal it shocked her grabbing the key and fum-
bling to unlock the door. After she got it in she swung the door open not even bothering to take off her shoes 
she rushed to her room and went into her haven. 

Gnarly 

-Anonymous 
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Hope 
 

By Adrian Renteria 
  
The closer I get, the farther you go. 
This dark tunnel and dampened ode.  
The rhythm is lost, and I am on, towed. 
Watching light fade in, so slow. 
  
Sound fading, 
Whispers baking. 
In my mind, aching. 
There’s no replacing. 
  
Where is the light at the end of the line? 
Hope, where is it, entwined? 
A line, silver, gleaming,  
Seething. 
  
Seething. 
A line, silver, gleaming. 
Hope, where is it, entwined? 
Where is the light at the end of the line? 
  
There’s no replacing. 
In my mind, aching. 
Whispers baking, 
Sound fading. 
  
Watching light fade in, so slow. 
The rhythm is lost, and am I on, towed. 
This dark tunnel, and dampened ode. 
The closer I get the farther you go. 

Thank You for Your Service 
 

By Adrian Renteria 
 
The creaking of the open door 
And the smell of oil, for maintenance. 
As the workshop opens, and on the torch. 
They flicker with mechanical cadence 
  
And soon, I flip the switch 
A set of mechanisms wake and hiss. 
And start creaking to life, with gears whirring. 
Dawn has only set in early morning. 
  
I watch as their tasks are performed 
Like a drill, repeated and reformed. 
Making clothing, toys, and goods. 
For citizens and children in neighborhoods. 
  
I watch, as hours pass by and dawn comes again. 
The machines still whirring, some leaking lead. 
I watch as a few run low, their battery dead. 
I rise, and with guilt to abstain. 
  
Looking over the battlefield. 
For neither production nor machinery had yield. 
And the metal they were in and carried, not a shield. 
And as they trip the wire whirring, their fate sealed. 
  
I put a sign hanging above mechanical limb,  
“Thank you for your service” 

Star Heart 

By Star Boyd 
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Free 
 

By Adrian Renteria 
 
Dancing alone in the snow 
Ignoring how others think I’m prone 
As they walk by with their status quo 
And my feet trace the way unshown. 
  
The world fades to a bliss of nothing 
And my jacket becomes too hot to wear 
Tossing it off, and dancing away 
And letting my arms and feet sway 
  
For hours I sit, alone in the snow 
But not sitting, nor standing, dancing quite prone. 
And letting my feet leave their stain in the cold. 
The white glisten is turned to an array untold 
  
And the world to me, isn’t what I’ve been told. 
I’ve made new from the old 
And I’ve watched my story unfold 
As others watch the weirdo, prancing in the snow. 
  
My dance, the music playing in my ear 
The second the song plays, everything’s sincere. 
Music changed the step, the rhythm and me. 
As my whole body continues the beat. 
  
My mouth fades along, falling slowly in tow 
And my mood is the music, the rhythm settles into my tone 
My feet, my mouth, they make the same song. 
And I’ll never forgive, regret, or move on. 
  
Music is my soul. 
And with it I cut loose. 
Everything in life, I become a single caboose. 
I set my wings out, and spread them. 
  
Finally; I’m free. 

Drunk on an Empty Bottle 
 

By Adrian Renteria 
 
Glass lay on the floor 
What once was seemingly whole 
Now shattered 
And pieces scattered. 
  
We drank our time, and sat awhile. 
Started to lose touch. 
Kept our bottles. 
And there they sat on the shelf. 
  
A reminder. 
Times of reckless, being naive. 
Never to concede to adulthood. 
Illusions. 
  
Everything can break. 
Time is fragile, and pours quick. 
Addicting it was. 
But now as I try to piece it together 
  
I find, 
The pieces 
Even though all there, 
Aren't finding their way back. 

Olivor  

Kathleen Warner 
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Space of Mind 

By Lilyana Shaw 
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Weight 
 

By Keegan Bolton 
 

My future is support 

Support women 

Support POC 

Support LGBT 

Support friends 

Support health 

Support strangers 

Support the world 

 

Support is hard 

Simply exhausting 

Like ash piling up over time 

Until it's caked and concrete 

All this weight suffocating 

Crushing 

But I add more 

And more 

More 

Never enough 

 

I educate myself about the world  

More ash with every word 

Too much pain 

I am Atlas 

Bones brittle with age 

 

The weight becomes unbearable 

No time to wait  

Waves of Dre wash over me 

I feel it as it feels I 

But it won’t hear me 

No 

We’re hopeless together 

 

I can’t find the answer 

Under this rubble 

Digging with hands uncalloused  

I chip away at it with a pickaxe of paper,  

clueless of the potential I hold 

Another wave of hopelessness 

Lethargic gray-blue fog 

Unready for the sloth 

I quit 

What can I do in this state 

“Nothing” 

So I lie 

Jinx 

By Kathleen Warner 
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Blue Mountain Blues 

By Olivia Campbell 


